Desktop video
magnifiers NEW !
Desktop video magnifiers of the eMag series are
functional, top-quality and comfortable. They are
ideal for extended reading of printed or handwritten
documents if the user needs a high magnification or
suffers from reduced contrast sensitivity.
The snapshot function can freeze the current image
on the screen
The camera automatically focuses on the closest
object in view making the use of reading materials of
different heights easy
High contrast flicker-free image
High resolution of the image
By default the viewing options are full colour, black on
white, white on black, yellow on blue, yellow on black
The previous magnification and viewing mode
settings are always saved
TFT LCD monitor included

eMag 170
17 inch desktop video magnifier in proven quality with
comfortable image and resolution.
Intuitive operation of the numerous functions such as
the viewing options, the brightness and the position
locator by function buttons in contrasting colours
Consistent illumination of the object without glare by
bright LEDs
Stand monitor
Moveable XY reading table with brake

517002

eMag 170

Magnification: 2,4 to 40 x
Weight: 15,4 kg
Total size: (W x H x D): 430 x 710 x 440 mm
XY table size: 437 x 381 mm
Screen size: 17 inch

510002 eMag
g Table
Suitable for eMag 170, 200 and 240 HD,
trapezium-shaped with lockable castors, height adjustable,
size (W x D x H): 800 x 600 x 700 –1000 mm
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eMag 200
User-friendly 20 inch desktop video magnifier in
optimized quality with outstanding flicker-free image and
resolution. Intuitive operation by solid function dials in
contrasting colours.
Orientation aid zooms out and back in on a selected
new area of a document (find function)
The monitor can be raised, lowered and swivelled
180 degrees side to side for best ergonomics
Reading line, position locator for writing and focus
lock to switch off the auto-focus
Perfect illumination of the reading table without glare
by 4 powerful SMD LEDs
Large XY reading table which can be braked or fully
locked
XY reading table with built-in holder to keep cans and
bottles from rolling off the table
The combination of a 16:9 camera and a TFT LCD
monitor avoids distortion and thus improves the
reading fluency

520002

eMag 200

Magnification: 2,3 to 60 x
Weight: 18,6 kg
Total size: (W x H min./max. x D):
565 x 480/630 x 439 mm
XY table size: 437 x 406 mm
Screen size: 20 inch

210 mm working distance between the camera and
the XY reading table

eMag 240 HD
Comfortable 24 inch desktop video magnifier in
optimized HD quality with highest image quality and
peripheral sharpness.
Same features as eMag 200 plus the following:
24 inch TFT LCD monitor
High contrast flicker-free and high resolution image
in HD quality
The lowest magnification of 1,9 x and the various
viewing options (contrast settings) are ideal for
RP patients
30 different contrast settings
Horizontal or vertical reading mask showing only
a slice of the screen for better orientation and
fatigue-free reading fluency

524002

eMag 240 HD

Magnification: 1,9 to 71 x
Weight: 19,8 kg
Total size: (W x H min./max. x D):
565 x 505/675 x 439 mm
XY table size: 437 x 406 mm
Screen size: 24 inch
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